Program: ___________________________ Release: ___________ Version: _____

Report Type (1-6) ___________ Severity (1-3) ___________ Attachments (y/n) ______
1- Coding Error  4- Documentation  1- Fatal  If yes, describe:
2- Design issue  5- Hardware  2- Serious  _________________________
3- Suggestion  6- Query  3- Minor  _________________________

Problem Summary: __________________________________________________________

Can you reproduce the problem (y/n): ______

Problem description and how to reproduce it: __________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

Suggested fix (optional): ________________________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

Reported by: ___________________________ Date: __/__/__

Items below are for the use of the development team only

Functional area: ___________________________ Assigned to: __________________

Comments: __________________________________________________________
________________________________
________________________________
________________________________

Status (1-2) ___  Priority (1-5): ____
1- Open  2- Closed

Resolution (1-9): ___  Resolution version: ______
1- Pending  4- Deferred  7- Withdrawn by reporter
2- Fixed  5- As designed  8- Need more info.
3- Irreproducible  6- Can’t be fixed  9- Disagree with suggestion

Resolved by: ___________________________ Date: __/__/__
Resolution tested by: ___________________________ Date: __/__/__
Treated as deferred (y/n): ______